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Business goal

Data mining goal

To predict box office revenues in Taipei based  on movie features and box office 

revenues in USA. Since we are interesting in which movie factors are more powerful 

to box office revenues, this will become an ongoing, predictive, and supervised task, 

and the main outcome variable of interest is box office revenue in Taipei. 

Main stakeholder : Theater manager

Business problem : Since theater managers have to arrange released weeks and halls for a 

new movie, they have a potential need of knowing which new movie will make good box 

office revenues.



Data description

Row: A movie record

Source: Yahoo! movie / Atmovies / PTT / True movie / IMDB / YouTube / Dorama



Data pre-processing 

1. Create dummies for Rating / Type 

2. Fill in missing Budget data by clustering and getting the median for each cluster

3. Remove movies that released earlier in Taiwan than in USA

4. Remove movies which just released 



Data visualization





Subset 1
Training v.s. validation 60:40

Method
Prediction method: 

1. Linear regression

2. Neural Network

3. Random Trees

Comparing performance of validation dataset



Comparing NN and random trees



NN vs. regression

Ensemble

NN vs. random trees regression vs. random trees

We ensemble regression and random trees. And we get the better performance. 



Performance evaluation

Evaluation method: 

1. Residual histogram 

2. RMSE / Average Error

Residual histogram



New data prediction



Recommendations

1. Should collect more data…

2. Lots of missing values in different dimensions

3. Released weeks of movies should be considered but are hard to collect

4. Expectation and IMDB should concern about number of rating consumers

5. Youtube trailer pageviews are accumulated through years

6. Floating exchange rate  

7. Increase of movie ticket price and change of consumer behavior

8. Need to seek for more domain knowledge to get predictors with valuable insights

9. Could try to change this task as a classification problem



Classification tree

We also tried classification tree with R



Thank you for your attention!


